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APPENDIX ‘E’
INFORMATION FORM FOR INTERVIEW PARTICIPATION
Rashid Mnette
1/14 Northey Drive
Armidale NSW 2350 Australia
Project: Member Participation in Tanzanian Savings and Credit Co-operative
Societies: A Case Study of SACCOS.
Dear Sir/Madam
Sub: Information Form for Interview Participation
My name is Rashid Mnette. I am studying for a PhD (Doctor of Philosophy) at the
University of New England Australia with research interest in Co-operatives particularly
in Savings and Credit Co-operative Societies (SACCOS). As part of the fulfillment of the
course requirements, I am carrying out a research case study of SACCOS in Tanzania.
The major aim of the project is to explore the role of Co-operatives (SACCOS) as
perceived by the participants. And the beneficiaries regarding such issues as impact,
efficiency, and effectiveness of the activities of SACCOS in providing Credit services
and promoting income hence standard of living to the members.
To provide easy transcriptions and ensure accuracy, a tape recorder will be used during
the session. The tapes will be destroyed at the completion of the study. Please understand
that participation is free choice. Should you accept, also understand that you are free to
withdraw at any stage and any time.
Any information acquired through the interview will be strictly confidential. No names
will be used during data analysis and publication. I will be ready to answer any questions
concerning this research. Your answers to the questions are very important and I greatly
appreciate you taking the time to assist me with my research.
This project is being supervised by Prof. Helen Ware E-mail hware@metz.une.edu.au,
Phone+61267732442 and A/Prof. Nadine McCrea. E-mail nmccrea@metz.une.edu.au,
phone+61267732039,both from the School of Professional Development and Leadership.
However, this project has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of
the University of New England(Approval No.HE06/004 valid to 27/01/07).Should you
have any complaints concerning the manner in which the research is conducted, please
contact the Research Ethics Officer at the following address:
Research Services, University of New England Armidale, NSW 2351 Australia
Telephone;+61267733449Fax:+612 6773 3543. Email:ethics@mezt.une.edu.au.
Yours sincerely,
R.Mnette.
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APPENDIX ‘F’
INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR MINISTRY OFFICIALS
1. In your role within The Ministry of Co-operatives and Marketing, have you
had any experience in working with the Union league of SACCOS (SCCULT)?
2. What knowledge do you have of the role and approach of Savings and Credit Cooperative Union League of Tanzania (SCCULT) to the implementation of Credit
services from SACCOS as a financial institution?
3. What role does the Ministry of Co-operative and Marketing play in the
SACCOS‟ provision of Credit?
4. Are there forums for dialogue, debate, interaction or communication,
especially on issues of credit and on how SACCOS provide credit?


If yes, how does the Ministry of Co-operative and Marketing do it?



If not, why not?

5. Does the Ministry of Co-operative and Marketing participate in credit
programmes implemented by SACCOS? (Probe for examples and evidence)
6. What, in your view, are the matches and mismatches, if any, in what SACCOS
do in relation to government priorities in credit? Probe for:


conflicts and disagreements



overlaps and synergies



and how they are settled

7. What would you say are the major positive developments in SACCOS
interventions?
8. What, in your opinion, are the challenges that government faces in working with
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SACCOS (SCCULT) in credit?


What are the causes of the challenges?



How does the Ministry of Co-operative and Marketing deal with the
challenges in order to facilitate SACCOS‟ contribution to credit in
Tanzania?

9. What other issues would you like to share with respect to SACCOS in credit
in Tanzania?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION AND PROVIDING
THIS VALUABLE INFORMATION.
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APPENDIX ‘G’
INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR SAVINGS AND CREDIT CO-OPERATIVE
UNION LEAGUE OF TANZANIA (SCCULT) STAFF
1. Would you tell me some of the programmes your association implements?
2. Where do you implement basic SACCOS ?
3. Can you tell me in as much detail as possible, why you implement SACCOS in
the areas you have mentioned ? (Reasons for sites and type of beneficiaries)
4. Can you give me some examples of SACCOS you are implementing?
5. Could you say something about the processes of the implementation of SACCOS?
Probe on the following:


Identification, development, implement, monitoring
and evaluation of the SACCCOS.



Who is involved?



Why are they involved?



What is the information base?



What are the consultative processes used to enhance participation?

6. What do you think are the major challenges of SACCOS in your target areas?
What are the causes of these challenges?
7

Are there any other organisations/associations providing credit in the areas
you are working in?


If yes, how would you describe your relationship with them?



Could you describe, in as much detail as possible, a situation which
demonstrates your working relationship with other Financial
institutions providing credit in the area?
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8. Do you consider that your SACCOS are achieving the desired outcomes?


If yes, what is/are the change(s)?



If not, why is/are there no change(s)?



Probe: Processes of evaluation.

9. From your experience, in what way(s) would you improve the provision of
SACCOS?
10. Can you tell me whether there is any relationship between your Association and
government in so far as SACCOS are concerned?


What is the nature of your relationship?



Is government aware of your SACCOS?



What examples could you provide or describe to indicate that there is mutual
relationship between your Association and government?

11. Do you have any other comments to make regarding SACCOS and how you
work with the communities?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INFORMATION AND COOPERATION
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APPENDIX ‘H’
WORKERS’ SACCOS PARTICIPANTS INTERVIEW GUIDE

1.

What credit services are undertaken in your organisation?

2.

Which of those services are provided by SACCOS?

3.

Of the credit provided by SACCOS, can you give me some examples of
credit?

4.

Why do SACCOS provide credit services in your organisation?

5.

How would you describe the processes SACCOS follow to initiate credit
services in your organisation? Probe the process of:

6.



Consultation



Inclusiveness of various players in the process



Participatory processes



Effectiveness of programmes



Outcomes

Do you support SACCOS‟ effort of providing credit services?


If yes, why do you think it is important to support the SACCOS?



If not, why not?

7.

How would you describe your relationship with SACCOS?

8.

Have there been major positive developments of SACCOS‟ provision of
credits in your organisation?


What are the developments?



Why have those developments occurred?



If not, why have there not been any positive developments?
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9.

What, in your view, are the challenges that you encounter in working with
SACCOS in credit?

10.



What are the causes of those challenges?



How do you deal with the challenges?

Are there any other organisations/institutions that work along with SACCOS
in your organisation?

11.



Do they collaborate with each other?



Do those other partners consult you?



What is your working relationship with them?

Have you experienced any differences and conflicts with SACCOS in credit?
If so, how have they been resolved?

12.

Do you have any other comments to make with regards to SACCOS‟
contribution to credits in your organisation?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR THE INFORMATION
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APPENDIX ‘ I ’
CREDIT COMMITTEE MEMBERS INTERVIEW GUIDE

1. Can you describe, in as much detail as possible, how credits programs are
initiated at an organisation?
2. What types of organisations have established credits projects in the organisation?
3. What is the process of initiating a credits project with SACCOS in the
organisation?
4. From your experience, how do SACCOS initiate services, especially in credit?
5. Do the various organisations‟ credit committees collaborate in order to facilitate
SACCOS credit services?


Why do they collaborate?



How do they collaborate?



If not, why don‟t they collaborate?

6. Based on government development plans, to what extent would you say
SACCOS contribute to overall government plans to poverty alleviation
through credit?
7. Do organisation development committees (Board of Directors) and SCCULT
collaborate with workers communities on issues of credits?


If yes, how?



Give examples of such collaborative efforts.

8. What challenges do you encounter in the collaborative process between and
among credit partners including SACCOS in implementing credits services?


What are the causes of the challenges?
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How do you deal with such challenges?

9. What would you say is the role of the Bank in the providing credit to low income
people?
10. Is there any positive impact SACCOS are making in credits in the organisation?


If yes, can you give some examples?



Why is there such a positive impact?



If there is no positive impact, why?

11. What recommendation would you suggest in order to improve the impact of
SACCOS effort in credits services?
12. Do you have any other comments that you would like to make regarding
SACCOS and credits in the organisations (working place)?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR THE INFORMATION AND YOUR
COOPERATION
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APPENDIX ‘J’
SACCOS’ MEMBERS INTERVIEW GUIDE
1. What are the services that your SACCOS offer ?
2. What is the one most important new service that you think your SACCOS should offer
in the future?
3. Did you borrow money from your SACCOS or from some other financial
Institution?
4. Do you operate a business or engage in commercial trading/ agriculture activities,
either as your main occupation or as a source of extra income?
5. Have you ever borrowed money to help run your businesses, and if so had you
borrowed this money from your SACCOS ?
6. In the future, if you needed to borrow money to help run your business, what would the
money be for ?
7. What do you find most important for wanting to increase your savings in the
SACCOS?
8. What do you find most important to change for improving safety within the SACCOS?
9. What changes do members consider important for achieving a higher safety within the
SACCOS and increasing their usage of SACCOS financial services?
10.What is your opinion on the whole movement of your SACCOS, starting from the
management, committee members, staffs, members participation, service provided,
condition regarding loans, savings, deposits, and problems in general?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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APPENDIX ‘K’
CATEGORIES OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE STUDY
MULTIPLE CASES
Case No.1

PARTICIPANTS

Case No.2

Case No.3

Ministry of Co-op

SACCOS‟s Staff and
Members

SCCULT‟s Staff

NSSF-Employees

LUMUMBA-

KILIMANI-

Agriculture, and -

SACCOS

SACCOS

SACCOS

Marketing

Aim or

To determine the extent

Determine

credit

To document how

To

what

To determine colla--

Objective

to which SACCOS at

services provided

services provided

they perceive SA-

they perceive is the

borative mechanisms

work place contribute

and

and

consultative

CCOS‟s viability

role of Co-operative

at the Dar-es-Salaam

to overall credit

credit

consultative

Determine

ascertain

-

and collaborative

and collaborative

in contributing to

in credit services and

Region with three-

services programmes in

mechanisms with

mechanisms with

credit services in

the extent to which

District (Ilala,Temeke

Tanzania and how they

other stakeholders

other stakeholders

Tanzania and how

they are involved in

and Kinondoni), ---

collaborate with other

in providing credit

in providing credit

government

can-

the entire process of

among various deve-

stakeholders

services to

services to

effectively

colla-

in

the

process.

identification , imple-

loppment partners in

employed and self

-

employed and self

-

borate with SAC-

mentation,

issues of credit

employed in urban

employed in rural

COS in this regard

ring and evaluation

communities

communities

monito-

--

services.

of the credit services
programmes.

Data

From the Chair person,

The Chair person

The Chair person

The Registrar of

A Chief accountant,

Sources

Secretary,

Secretary, Heads of

committee

Secretary, Commi-

Secretary, Commi-

Co-operative,Reg-

Account clerk,

members both at the

ttee members SA-

ttee members, SA-

ional and District

Management,

training officer,Head

head office. SACCOS‟s

CCOS‟s Staff and

CCOS‟s Staff and

Co-op Officer. Co-

Secretary, Members

of Credit Department

members.

Society members

Society members

operative staffs.

of SACCOS

Non-probabilistic/

Non-probabilistic/

Non-probabilistic/

Non-probabilistic or

Non-probabilistic

or

-

zones, Education and

Sampling

Non-probabilistic

or

method

purposive criterio based

purposive criterio

purposive criterio

purposive criterio-

purposive criterio -

purposive criterio --

sampling

based sampling

based sampling

based sampling

based sampling

based sampling

Data

In-Depth Interviewing,

In-Depth Intervie-

In-Depth Intervie-

In-Depth Intervie

In-Depth

Interview-

In-Depth Interview--

Collectio

using

semi-structured

wing, using semi-

wing, using semi-

wing, using semi-

ing, using semistruct-

ing, using semi-struc-

n Method

interviews; and Docu-

structured intervi-

structured intervie-

structured intervie-

ured interviews; and

tu red interviews; and

mentary evidence

ews; and Docume-

ws; and Docume-

ws; and Docume-

Documentary

Documentary

ntary evidence

ntary evidence

ntary evidence

evidence

evidence

Data

Thematic Analysis or

Thematic Analysis

Thematic Analysis

Thematic Analysis

Thematic Analysis

Thematic Analysis

Analysis

coding and discourse

coding and disco--

coding and disco-

coding and disco-

coding and discourse

coding and discourse

Method

analysis

urse analysis

urse analysis

urse analysis

analysis
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APPENDIX ‘L’
MEMCOOP II PROJECT DOCUMENT
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APPENDIX ‘M’
TANZANIA COMMERCIAL BANKS INTEREST RATES 1999/2000

Name of Bank
Akiba Commercial Bank
Bank of Malaysia

Citibank
CRDB(1996)Lt
Diamond Trust Bank
Exim Bank(T)Ltd

Saving Deposit
Minimum
Interest Rate
100,000
8%

100,000
50,000
100,000

1mil.for cheq
0.5m for non
cheq.
Eurafrica Bank
First Adill Bank
100,000
Furaha Finance Ltd
50,000
Kenya Commercial 100,000
Bank
National
Microfinance Bank
NBC(1997)Ltd.
20,000
Stanbic Bank(T) Ltd Standard Chartered Bank
Trust Bank(T) Ltd
200,000

Minimum
250,000

Fixed Deposits Interest Rates
3 Months
6 Months
12 Months
9%
10%
11%

11.25%
6%
9%
7%

13.10%
7%
9.50%
8%

14.10%
7.50%
10.50%
9.50%

Lending
Rates
25%

10%

500,000

11%

13%

14%

22%

8.5%
12%
5-12%

500,000
400,000
200,000
1,000,000

9%
9.5%
10%
7-8%

11%
10%
12%
7.5-8.5%

13%
11.5%
14%
8-9%

25%
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9%
5%

50,000
1.00mill
-

6%
6.5%
5%

7%
9%
5.25%

10%
12.50%
7.50%

22%
20%
24%

11%

-

9%

11%

13.50%

28%

10.50%
9%
10%

1.00mill
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22%
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APPENDIX ‘N’
NSSF-EMPLOYEES SACCOS’ BALANCE SHEETS
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APPENDIX ‘O’
UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION
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APPENDIX ‘P 1’
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APPENDIX ‘P 2’
SACCOS ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE IN TANZANIA
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APPENDIX ‘P 3’
VERTICAL STRUCTURE OF A NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT

National
Federation
(Apex)

Subsidiary
Company
(Audit)

Sectoral Union
(Housing)

District
Union

Primary
Society

Subsidiary
Company
(Export)

Sectoral Union
(Agriculture)

Sectoral Union
(Credit Union)
UnionUnions)

District
Union

District
Union

Primary
Society

Primary
Society
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APPENDIX ‘Q’
THE CHRONOLOGY AND EVOLUTION OF CO-OPERATIVE HISTORY,
POLICY AND LEGISLATION IN TANZANIA 1925-2003
Section i Under colonial rule 1925-1960
1925 The Kilimanjaro Native Planters Association was founded.
1932 The first Co-operative Law was Enacted.
1932

The Registration of the Kilimanjaro Native Co-operative Union (KNCU).

1933 The Registration of Matengo Native Co-operative Union (Coffee).
1934 The Registration of Ngoni Matengo Co-operative Union (Tobacco).
1936
1945
1949
1950
1953
1961
1962

1968
1969
1973
1975
1976
1977
1978

The Buguti Coffee Co-operative Union, Ngara District was registered.
The Co-operative act of 1932 was amended to empower the registrar of Co-operative
Societies to register and control societies.
The Rungwe Coffee Co-operative Union was formed.
Bukoba Coffee Co-operative Union was registered.
The Shinyanga Cotton Co-operative Societies were registered.
Section ii After independence 1961-1966
-The Independence of Tanganyika.
-Co-operative Union of Tanganyika Ltd(CUT) was formed.
-The National Co-operative and Development Bank was formed.
-The Co-operative Supply Association of Tanganyika (COSATA) acting as a wholesaler
and suppliers to the consumer co-operative societies was formed.
Section iii After the Arusha Declaration
The Enactment of new Co-operative legislation. A new Co-operative law was passed to
address the operation of the rapidly expanding Co-operative movement.
The second five years Development plan emphasised the formation of multi-purpose cooperative Societies (1969-1974).
Presidential Decree on Villagisation and Crop Boards turned into crop Authority to
purchase crops from farmers was issued.
The Village and Ujamaa villages registration, designation and administration Act was
passed.
The co-op. Unions and rural co-op. societies were dissolved by the Government.
The merger of the political parties in the Isles and the Mainland to form the then sole
political party (CCM) in the country.
The Union of Co-operative Societies (UCS) was formed.

1979 An Act to Recognise the Union of Co-operative Societies (UCS) which directly affiliated
villages and Ujamaa villages and other co-operatives in urban areas was passed. UCS
was also meant to be the mass Organisation of the sole Political Party .
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1980 The government formed a commission to recommend reinstatement of the disbanded cooperative Unions.
1981 The commission‟s report was handed to the government.
Section iv Re-instatement of Co-operatives and the free market Economy 1982-2003
1982 The Co-operative Societies Act No.14 was passed, for reinstating Co-operative Unions
and Rural Primary Society.
1983 The executive committee of the ruling party appointed the secretary general of the co-op.
union of Tanzania, co-op. mass organisation, affiliated to the political party.
1991 The Co-operative Societies Act No. 15 establishing the four tier structure of Co-operative
societies was passed.
1992 The Co-operative Alliance, an Interim Co-operative Enterprise, was formed to enhance
formation of the Tanzanian Federation of Co-operatives.
1994 Tanzanian Federation of Co-operatives Ltd (TFC) was formed.
1997 Amendments to the co-operative Act.No.15 of 1991 were made to enhance
accountability.
1997 New Co-operative Policy was formulated and passed
2002 Co-operative Policy of 1997 was amended and passed.
2003 New Co-operative Act No.20 of 2003 was passed.
Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Co-operative and Marketing (2004) and Tanzania
Federation of Co-operatives Ltd, (TFC) Dar-es-Salaam.
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APPENDIX ‘R’
BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS
1. Members of the Co-operatives
The sample for the study consisted of members of staff from three selected co-operatives,
Savings and Credit Co-operative Society (SACCOS), the Savings and Credit Cooperative Union League of Tanzania's (SCCULT) Officials, Co-operative Department
Officials from the Ministry of Agriculture, Co-operative and Marketing in the Dar-esSalaam region. A total of 330 members of the co-operatives returned completed
questionnaires. This represents a 91 percent response rate. The high return rate is
attributed to the method of administration, whereby the survey instruments were
individually distributed by the researcher himself. Amongst the 330 members who
responded to the questionnaires,33% were from co-operative A, another 34% were from
co-operative B, while co-operative C members returned 33%.

Co-operative A operates in the work place, B was established by the self-employed and
Co-operative C is farmer owned. Of the members sampled 52% were females and 48%
were males. Most members, indeed 70% lived in households with more than eight
inhabitants. 67% had zero to four siblings while 33% had five siblings or more. Some
58% of male members had wives who were not employed and stayed at home and 35%
had wives who were self-employed and 7% had not married. Fully 87% of the members
had low incomes from wages, farming or small activities as self-employed, and the
remainder had middle level incomes from wages.
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2. Co-operative Staff
A total of 93 co-operative staff completed questionnaires.100% of the staff in the study
were Tanzanian citizens and 59% were male while 41% were female. Apart from
working, in line positions half of the staff in the study had extra responsibilities as
cashiers and accountant assistants. Of the other staff, 27% had positions of responsibility
in the societies including chief accountant (head of accounting department), manager and
secretary general. Another 4% of the staff were committee members and 14% had no
other responsibilities. Most of the staff, 44% were relatively young, between 31 to 40
years of age, while 29% were between 41-50 years. Only 23% were between 26 and 30
years of age while very few, 4%, were older than 50 years. 96% had elementary cooperative education with only 4% having qualifications other than from co-operatives.
58% had the ordinary diploma in co-operative management and accounting, 28% had
either an advanced diploma in co-operative management or supervision or accounting.
Very few, 5% had postgraduate training in co-operative studies (i.e. masters or
postgraduate diploma). Only 4% had certificates in co-operative management and
organisation development. Most staff had extensive experience in the job, 43% had more
than ten years experience, while 27% had between six to ten years of experience. 16% of
the staff had between three to five years experience and 14% the least experienced, had
between one and two years.

3. Officials
The study included 12 officials from the Department of Co-operative Development
(DCD), Savings and Credit Co-operative Union League of Tanzania (SCCULT), Co-
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operative Union of Tanzania (CUT) and Co-operative Audit and Supervision Corporation
(COASCO). All were Tanzanian citizens. 8 of the officials were male, over 50 years of
age with more than 15 years of working experience with at least a minimum of a
bachelor‟s degree, and 34% were female with bachelor‟s degrees in co-operative
development and supervision and more than 10 years experience in co-operative
administration. 4 had a Masters in co-operative development and all had undergone
training in co-operative management and supervision either as in-service or a short course
at the local Moshi University College of Co-operative and Business Studies in Tanzania.
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